Beautiful you
TYECE SWEAT INTERIORS
CLIENTS:

DONNA AND WILL HARRIS

CONCEPT:

UNDRESS DE-STRESS REFRESH

CONCEPT STATEMENT:

THE WAY THE DESIGN WILL COMPLETE THE CONCEPT IS THROUGH NATURAL AND RELAXING ELEMENTS. CURVED LINE GIVES A SOFT, FEMININE FEELING. EARTHY HUES, SOUNDS, SMELLS, AND TEXTURES WILL BE THE FOCUS OF THE SPACE.
Many **natural** images surround the word “SPA.” **Calming** scents, sounds, and feelings inspired the design and concept.
Beautiful you

Will provide an array of services to clients and customers. A loose leaf tea and essential oil bar will be the main public portion of the spa. Massage rooms will provide relaxation and healing for muscles and skin. Attached to private changing and shower rooms is a soaking and steamer room. All are equipped with a sound system for natural tones, and a diffuser for aromatic essential oils.
WELCOME
FLOOR PLAN
LEVEL 1

- Manager Office
- Reception
- Tea Bar
- Relaxation and Waiting
- Spas and Saunas
- Soaking and Sauna
- Changing Room 1
- Changing Room 2
- Moss Wall
- Water Wall
- Restrooms
UPON ENTRY

RECEPTION STATION

LOOSE LEAF TEA AND ESSENTIAL OIL BAR
LIVE MOSS WALL AND SEATING NEAR WATER WALL WITH DROPPED FROSTED GLASS CEILING AND PENDANT LIGHTING
ELEVATIONS

LIVE MOSS WALL ELEVATION

LED-LIT CONCEPT IN ARCHITECTURAL LETTERING: "GROWING FROM THE MOSS"

WATER WALL

TRACKING WATER ON ENCHED GLASS CURVED WALL WITH BLUE GLASS TILE CATCH

WOODEN CATCH WITH BLUE GLASS TILES ON INDOOR

FIBER OPTICS ON FLOOR ILLUMINATING WATER

UNDRESS
DE-STRESS
REFRESH
RADIAL SYMMETRY IN WAITING AREA

Mother of Pearl mimicking vinyl tiles on privacy wall

Warmer tones and textures will be inviting and relaxing

Bean bag seating

Dropped ceiling
SOAKING AND SAUNA ROOM ELEVATION

HOT TUB AND STEAM ROOM

SMELL OF FRESH SAGE AND PEPPERMINT FOR CALMING AND RESPIRATORY

REPEATED BLUE GLASS SQUARE TILES ON WRAP AROUND BENCHES

BAMBOO WRAPPED SOAKER TUB
TO THE CORPORATE SPACE
CORPORATE SPACE
RECEPTION AND LOUNGE SEATING
HAWORTH WORKSPACES

Espresso on Walnut
VR-W15

Frosted Arctic Snow (6mm)
1G-L13

HAWORTH PATTERNS
SYSTEMS FURNITURE

Wonder
PR-WN
FLOOR PLAN #2 IN COLOR
ELEVATION

HAWORTH ESPRESSO WOOD FINISH

STORAGE FOR TEA AND DRINKS

EMPLOYEE TEA BAR

FROSTED GLASS WINDOW FROM CONFERENCE ROOM

WOODEN COUNTER TOP

FILES WILL GO HERE
STOREFRONT ELEVATION
SECTIONS
http://balinesesensationspas.blogspot.com/ retrieved 2/20/15
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THANK YOU
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